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Conversation System Working Using the XBox 360 Controller 

Introduction 

Since there are a number of you who would like to control your game entirely from the joypad, here 

are a few notes to get you started with converting CSDTalk to work with the 360 pad.  As usual this 

isn’t a step-by-step guide, but it should roughly push you along the right path to get this working. 

This is how it looks in mine.  It’s still a bit rubbish in terms of the display, but functionally you can 

switch to a close-up camera and select from the talk-tree options using the controller. 

 

Basic Steps 

I’ll talk you through some of the basic steps to get the 360 controller working.  I’ll leave you to 

investigate the other areas. 

You’ll need to get into the CSDTalk code in order to complete this.  The first step is to delete the 

CSDTalk.u package from your system directory.  The one I have given you is read-only.  This stops 

it from being deleted each time we recompile the scripts and saves us some time.   

As we go through this, I advise you to add a lot of logging code.  You need to see what is happening 

inside these systems and the quickest / easiest way is to just add loads of logging all over the place. 

Setting up a test conversation 

I’m assuming you’re a CSDTalk expert by now ☺ Set up a short conversation that we can use to test 

the code we’re about to write.  It needs to have a few stages in it.  As usual all our bug-fixing should 

happen during this stage, so later on we can concentrate on using our bug-free conversation system.   

Getting our Xbox 360 Button to Appear 

You should already have a package of Xbox 360 buttons that I provided to you before.  Use similar 

code to that in your TestModMainMenu.uc to add an image to the GUI.  The idea is to draw the 

Xbox ‘X’ button to the screen.  We’ll need to be able to move this once it’s on the screen. 

You’ll need to add code to TalkGUI.uc to get this to work.  It will be similar to this code.  
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    Begin Object Class=GUIImage Name=XBoxButtonX 

  Image=material'XBox360Controller.Buttons.button_X' 

  ImageStyle=ISTY_Scale 

  ImageRenderStyle=MSTY_Alpha 

  ImageAlign=IMGA_Center 

  ImageColor=(R=255,G=255,B=255,A=255) 

  WinWidth=1 

  WinHeight=0.367969 

  WinLeft=0.2 

  WinTop=0.001719 

             RenderWeight=0.02 

    End Object 

 

You’ll also need a way to refer back to this GUIImage.  So ensure you have a GUIImage object so 

that you can access it. 

You should recompile at this stage and check that the image appears on the screen correctly when 

you go into a conversation. 

Listening for input from the Controller 

We can set up a ‘delegate’ function that will listen for Key Events from within our CSDTalk files.  

Delegate functions are essentially function pointers.  It allows us to specify the name of a function to 

be called live during the game. 

I have created a function called MyKeyEvent.  It has quite a bit of code in it, but I’m not going to 

give you that.  Here are a few lines to get you started though: 

 
function bool MyKeyEvent( out byte Key, out byte State ,float delta ) 

{ 

       Log("KEY PRESSED Key:"$Key$"  State: "$State$"  delta "$delta); 

   

 return false; 

} 

 

 

In order to have this method called, we need to assign it in the default properties: 

 
OnKeyEvent=MyKeyEvent 

 

 

Unreal will automatically call this code now and tell us about the current key presses.  It by-passes all 

of the key assigns that we’ve set up, e.g. DoDance.  It just gives us raw data. 

You should now be able to start up your TC and see this working in your game.  When you go into 

the TalkTree, any buttons you press (keyboard and joypad) should be viewable in the log file. 

I’ve deliberately made my life easier and used separate buttons for the when we’re in the TalkMode 

(up and down on the D pad and X to accept).  If you choose to use the same buttons, e.g. as you’re 

using for movement or inventory manipulation then you may need to disable / ignore these during 

the TalkMode. 
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You should be able to figure out the corresponding keycodes for buttons by looking at your log file 

(you’ll make your life much easier if you’re viewing it live).   Here are a few examples: 

  upKey     = 212  

  downKey   = 214   

  quitKey   = 0x1B 

  acceptKey = 202   

 

Time for some functions 

Now we need to write a number of functions.  I’ll tell you what I wrote and what they do, but you’re 

going to have to work out the necessary code ☺ 

We’ll obviously need a few variables to do this.  This is up to you, but you’ll definitely need: 

• An integer to hold the current highlighted choice 

• An integer to hold the total number of choices 

function CSDMenuAccept() 

 This accepts the current selected item in the menu – triggering off the event / menu option.  

You can see some code that does this in the MakeResponse function. 

function CSDMenuUp() 

 Moves the menu up an item (wraps around) 

function CSDMenuDown() 

 Moves the menu down an item (wraps around) 

function CSDMenuDisplayUpdate() 

 This updates the position of the Image so that it is inline with the button. 

Tie this all together 

Now it should be a simple case of improving your MyKeyEvent so that these functions are called as 

required. 

I’ll leave you in peace to get this working.  Remember to use the forums or speak to me if you need 

further help with this though.  I’d estimate a few hours to get this working though. 

Finishing up 

Once you’ve finished working with CSDTalk.u you may set it’s attributes to Read-Only to improve 

your compilation / build times slightly. 
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Advanced Suggestions 

Improving the text Display 

At the moment, the display of the interface is pretty horrible.  It might be suitable for Sci-Fi games, 

but it’s pretty rubbish for our FF game.  You could improve this a great deal, just by removing the 

backgrounds and switching the font.  Feel free to investigate how ☺ 

Intro Menu 

This same process should work on our TestModMainMenu class.  Add the MyKeyEvent function 

as a delegate function and then handle the key presses however you want. 

Close-up Camera 

Mine switches into a close-up camera mode, switches off the display of the player and prevents him 

from moving. 

Impersonator Hookup 

You’ll need to extend the code to trigger off the impersonator speeches.  It might be nice to do this 

within the CSDTalk GUI code, so you can actually specify the filename to play.  Taking into account 

the short time remaining, I would be tempted just to find a way to hack around it.  For example 

whatever you have named the Tag name in the Speeches section could be the name of the 

Impersonator Lipsinc to trigger off. 

 


